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EJECTION OF CHONDRULES FROM FLUFFY MATRICES
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Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Meguro, Tokyo, 152-8551, Japan
ABSTRACT
Chondritic meteorites primarily contain millimeter-sized spherical objects, the so-called chondrules;
however, the co-accretion process of chondrules and matrix grains is not yet understood. In this
study, we investigate the ejection process of chondrules via collisions of fluffy aggregates composed
of chondrules and matrices. We reveal that fluffy aggregates cannot grow into planetesimals without
losing chondrules if we assume that the chondrite parent bodies are formed via direct aggregation of
similar-sized aggregates. Therefore, an examination of other growth pathways is necessary to explain
the formation of rocky planetesimals in our solar system.
Keywords: meteorites, meteors, meteoroids — planets and satellites: terrestrial planets
1. INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial planets are believed to form in protoplan-
etary disks via collisions and the coalescence of rocky
planetesimals; however, the process by which interstel-
lar dust grains evolve into planetesimals is still enig-
matic. This is because there are several “barriers”
to planetesimal formation, e.g., the bouncing barrier
(e.g., Zsom et al. 2010), the fragmentation barrier (e.g.,
Blum & Wurm 2008), and the radial drift barrier (e.g.,
Weidenschilling 1977).
The classical proposed mechanism for planetesimal
formation is the gravitational instability of thin dust
layer (e.g., Goldreich & Ward 1973; Sekiya 1983); how-
ever, it is now believed that the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability generated by vertical shears and the dif-
ferential motions of dust particles and gas prevents
disks from entering a gravitationally unstable state
(e.g., Cuzzi et al. 1993). Subsequently, several alter-
native scenarios have been proposed to explain plan-
etesimal formation, for example, the streaming instabil-
ity (e.g., Youdin & Goodman 2005; Johansen & Youdin
2007) and collisional growth via direct aggregation (e.g.,
Windmark et al. 2012; Kataoka et al. 2013b).
The streaming instability is driven by differences in
the motions of the gas and dust particles in the disk,
and this mechanism requires a large dust-to-gas ra-
tio (e.g., Dra¸z˙kowska & Dullemond 2014). In addition,
the streaming instability requires grown dust aggregates
whose motions are marginally decoupled from the disk
gas (e.g., Bai & Stone 2010). Therefore, whether plan-
etesimals can form via the streaming instability depends
on the vertically integrated dust-to-gas mass ratio and
the critical velocity for collisional growth.
The direct aggregation scenario is also restricted by
the solid mass fraction and the critical velocity for
growth. At least for aggregates composed of submi-
cron ice grains, the critical velocity could exceed the
maximum collisional velocity of dust aggregates in pro-
toplanetary disks (e.g., Wada et al. 2009, 2013). In ad-
dition, if the fluffy growth of dust aggregates is taken
into consideration, Okuzumi et al. (2012) have shown
that these aggregates can avoid the radial drift barrier
even if they grow in the minimum mass solar nebula
(Hayashi 1981). Moreover, according to numerical sim-
ulations, fluffy aggregates are less likely to bounce when
they collide (Wada et al. 2011; Seizinger & Kley 2013).
By contrast, the critical collision velocity of rocky
aggregates is still open to argument. While the crit-
ical velocity strongly depends on the surface energy
and the radius of the monomers (Dominik & Tielens
1997), both the surface energy (e.g., Yamamoto et al.
2014; Kimura et al. 2015) and the monomer radius
(Arakawa & Nakamoto 2016b) are still under debate.
Additional mechanisms for increasing the critical veloc-
ity by dissipating the kinetic energy when dust aggre-
gates collide have also been suggested by Tanaka et al.
(2012) and Krijt et al. (2013). Furthermore, the critical
velocity increases if the silicate monomers are coated
with sticky organic mantles (e.g., Piani et al. 2017) or
if the collisions of the rocky aggregates occur in high-
temperature environments (e.g., Hubbard 2017).
If we discuss the formation process of rocky planetes-
imals in our solar system, we must consider how the
chondrite parent bodies formed. Chondrites are one of
the major groups of meteorites, and it has been shown
that S-type asteroids are the parent bodies of ordinary
chondrites (Nakamura et al. 2011). Ordinary chondrites
primarily consist of millimeter-sized spherical objects
so-called chondrules and nanometer- and micron-sized
matrix grains between the chondrules (Scott 2007, and
references therein). Therefore, rocky planetesimals in
our solar system must be formed via the co-accretion
of chondrules and matrix grains; however, it is not yet
understood how chondrite parent bodies are made.
2There are a few studies that have investigated
the co-accretion process of chondrules and matrices.
Ormel et al. (2008) have shown that free-floating chon-
drules in a protoplanetary disk can obtain a porous
dust layer around them, which absorbs the kinetic
energy of collisions. Beitz et al. (2012) also sug-
gested that chondrite parent bodies could have formed
from clusters of dust-rimmed chondrules based on
low-velocity collisional experiments using millimeter-
sized glass beads coated with micron-sized silica par-
ticles. In addition, granular-mechanics simulations
(Gunkelmann et al. 2017) revealed that dust layers
around chondrules lead to a significant increase of the
sticking velocity.
However, if fluffy aggregates collide at large velocities,
the chondrules contained in the fluffy matrices might
move in the aggregates. Moreover, a fluffy aggregate
cannot retain its chondrules if the length for stopping
the chondrules exceeds the radius of the aggregate. This
ejecting of chondrules from the fluffy matrices has the
potential to prevent chondritic planetesimal formation.
Therefore, in this study, we examine whether chondrules
can be retained inside fluffy aggregates when aggregates
collide and grow in a protoplanetary disk.
2. MODELS
2.1. Outline
The goal of this paper is to explore whether fluffy
aggregates composed of chondrules and matrix grains
can grow into chondrite parent bodies without chon-
drule losses. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the
structure of the dust aggregates, such as the radius and
the bulk density, and the collision velocity. Here we
assume that there are two types of aggregates, that
is, chondrule-dust compound aggregates (hereinafter re-
ferred to as compound aggregates or CAs) and aggregates
that are composed purely of matrix grains (hereinafter
referred to as matrix aggregates orMAs). The formation
processes of MAs and CAs are illustrated in Figure 1.
In Stage I, the growth of MAs primarily occurs ow-
ing to Brownian motion, and they reduce their inter-
nal densities via fractal aggregation. We define Stage
I as where the timescale of collisions between two MAs
tMA→MA is shorter than the timescale for MAs to ac-
crete onto chondrules/CAs tMA→CA. Then, in Stage
II, the masses of the CAs increase via the accretion of
the grown MAs, and finally, in Stage III, the growth
of CAs via the collision of two CAs with static com-
pression takes place. We also define Stage III as where
the growth timescale of CAs by the collision of two
CAs tCA←CAgrow is shorter than the growth timescale of
CAs by the accretion of the grown MAs tCA←MAgrow . The
growth timescale of CAs by the collision of two CAs
tCA←CAgrow is the same as the timescale of collisions be-
tween two CAs tCA→CA. On the other hand, the growth
timescale of CAs by the accretion of the grown MAs
is tCA←MAgrow = (mCA/mMA)tCA→MA, where mMA and
mCA are the masses of MAs and CAs, respectively, and
Figure 1. Outline of the chondritic rocky planetesimal for-
mation scenario. Initially monomers of the matrix grains
grow and turn into fluffy MAs (Stage I), then CAs form via
the accretion of MAs onto chondrules (Stage II). Therefore,
matrix grains experience hierarchical growth. Subsequently,
CAs formed in Stage II must grow into chondritic rocky plan-
etesimals without losing chondrules (Stage III). In this study,
we examine the direct aggregation scenario assuming that
the density of the CAs is determined by static compression
processes.
tCA→MA is the timescale for CAs to collide with MAs.
We can imagine that fine-grained matrices could help
CAs grow in protoplanetary disks due to their large ad-
hesive force. Forming highly porous matrices also en-
courages CAs to grow without significant radial drift
because fluffy dust aggregates have large collisional cross
sections and can grow rapidly.
In this study, we focus on Stage III and only consider
the existence and growth of CAs for simplicity. We cal-
culate the density evolution of the CAs by considering
the compression processes and examine whether the CAs
can retain chondrules inside their fluffy matrices.
2.2. Structure of the Disk
We assume that the disk structure is in steady state,
i.e., the mass accretion rate M˙ is constant with dis-
tance from the Sun R. Because a large amount of fine
dust particles must have been present when planetesi-
mals formed in the solar nebula, we also assume that the
disk is optically thick and that the main heating source
at the midplane is viscous dissipation. Then the local
surface density Σ and the midplane temperature Tm are
given by (e.g., Pringle 1981; Oka et al. 2011)
Σ =
M˙
3piνacc
, (1)
and
Tm =
(
9κΣ
32
GM⊙M˙
4piσSBR3
)1/4
, (2)
where νacc is the effective viscosity of the accretion disk,
κ is the Rosseland mean opacity of the disk medium,
G = 6.67 × 10−8 dyn cm2 g−2 is the gravitational
3constant, and σSB = 5.67 × 10−5 erg cm−2 K−4 s−1
is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The solar mass
M⊙ is M⊙ = 1.99 × 1033 g. The Kepler frequency
ΩK is given by ΩK =
√
GM⊙/R3 and the isothermal
sound velocity cs is given by cs =
√
kBTm/mg, where
kB = 1.38 × 10−16 erg K−1 is the Boltzmann con-
stant and mg is the mean molecular weight. We set
the mean molecular weight to mg = 2.34mH, where
mH = 1.67 × 10−24 g is the mass of a hydrogen atom.
Then, the effective viscosity νacc is written as νacc =
αacccs
2/ΩK (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). Here, we as-
sume αacc = 10
−2 in this study (e.g., Hartmann et al.
1998).
The surface densities of dust and gas, Σd and Σg, re-
spectively, are given by Σd = ZΣ and Σg = (1− Z)Σ,
where Z is the vertically integrated dust-to-total mass
ratio. The vertical structure of the gas is assumed to be
in hydrostatic equilibrium, and the midplane gas den-
sity ρg is given by ρg = Σg/(
√
2pihg), where hg = cs/ΩK
is the gas scale height. The mean free path of gas
molecules λm is given by λm = mg/(σmolρg), where
σmol = 2 × 10−15 cm2 is the collisional cross section
of the gas molecules (Okuzumi et al. 2012). The opac-
ity of the disk κ is determined by the surface density
of the fine dust, i.e., the matrix grains and small MAs.
We assume that the mass fraction of matrix grains to
all solids χ is equal in the disk and in the CAs. Accord-
ing to Scott (2007), the volume fraction of the matrices
in ordinary chondrites is approximately 10%, and the
mass fraction is also approximately 10%. Therefore, we
set χ = 0.1 as the canonical value and the opacity of the
disk is given by κ = χZκd, where κd = 10
3 cm2 g−1 is
the mass opacity of the fine silicate grains (e.g., Draine
1985). The mass opacity of highly porous aggregates
composed of fine silicate grains is also on the order of
103 cm2 g−1 (Kataoka et al. 2014).
2.3. Dust Dynamics in the Disk
We consider the Brownian motion, turbulence, and
radial and azimuthal drift as sources of the relative ve-
locity of the gas and dust particles. We write the relative
velocity v as the root sum square of these contributions:
v =
√
vB2 + vt2 + vr2 + vφ2, (3)
where vB, vt, vr, and vφ are the relative velocities in-
duced by Brownian motion, turbulence, radial drift, and
azimuthal drift, respectively. In this study, we assume
that the dust aggregates have no mass distribution and
that aggregates that have the same mass have the same
volume for simplicity. The collision velocity ∆v is
∆v =
√
(∆vB)
2
+ (∆vt)
2
, (4)
where ∆vB and ∆vt are the collisional velocities induced
by the Brownian motion and turbulence, respectively.
The model of the dust dynamics is the same as that of
Arakawa & Nakamoto (2016b).
2.3.1. Brownian Motions
The Brownian-motion-induced velocities vB and ∆vB
are given by
vB =
√
8kBT
pim
, (5)
and
∆vB =
√
16kBT
pim
, (6)
where m is the mass of an aggregate.
2.3.2. Turbulent Motions
The dynamics of dust particles in a disk is affected by
disk gas turbulence. The turnover time and the root-
mean-squared random velocity of the largest turbulent
eddies, tL and vL, respectively, are given by tL = ΩK
−1
and vL =
√
αtcs, where αt is the dimensionless turbu-
lent parameter at the midplane (Cuzzi & Hogan 2003).
The value of the dimensionless parameter αt for our
solar nebula is unclear; however, measurements of CO
emission lines reveal that some circumstellar disks, such
as the disk around HD 163296, have a small turbu-
lent parameter (αt . 10
−3 Flaherty et al. 2015). The
disk around HL Tau also has a small turbulent vis-
cosity, which is equivalent to an αt at of a few 10
−4
when considering the dust settling suggested by obser-
vations of the gap structure (Pinte et al. 2016); mean-
while, αacc ∼ 10−2 is indicated by the disk mass dis-
tribution and the accretion rate (8.7 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1;
Beck et al. 2010). If the magnetorotational instability
is active, αt may be up to 10
−3 (e.g., Balbus & Hawley
1991), whereas αt might be lower than 10
−3 to 10−5
if we focus on the low-ionization-fraction regions (e.g.,
Gammie 1996; Mori & Okuzumi 2016). In this study,
we assume that the turbulence is weak in the midplane
of the inner disk and that αt = 10
−4. The turbulent
viscosity νt is given by νt = αtcshg. The extent of the
gas turbulence is determined by the turbulent Reynolds
number Ret. The turbulent Reynolds number Ret is
given by Ret = νt/νm, where νm = λmvth/2 is the molec-
ular viscosity, and vth =
√
8/pics is the thermal velocity
of the gas molecules. The turnover time and the root-
mean-squared random velocity of the smallest eddies, tη
and vη, respectively, are given by tη = Re
−1/2
t tL and
vη = Ret
−1/4vL.
The key parameter that determines the motion of dust
aggregates in the gas disk is the normalized stopping
time, the so-called the Stokes number St, given by
St = ΩKts, (7)
where ts is the stopping time of the dust aggregates. The
stopping time depends on the radius of the aggregates a
and the particle Reynolds number Rep = 2av/νm. The
stopping time ts is given by Probstein & Fassio (1970)
and Weidenschilling (1977) as follows. If the radius of
an aggregate a is smaller than (9/4)λm, then the stop-
ping time of the dust aggregates is determined by Ep-
stein’s law, tEps = 3m/(4piρgvtha
2). Conversely, when
4the radius a is larger than (9/4)λm, the stopping time
depends on the particle Reynolds number. If the parti-
cle Reynolds number Rep is less than unity, the mo-
tion of the aggregate is determined by Stokes’s law,
tSts = m/(6piρgνma), while for the case of 1 ≤ Rep <
545/3 ∼ 800, the stopping time is obtained from Allen’s
law, tAls = (2
3/5m)/(12piρgνm
3/5v2/5a7/5). Finally, for
the case where the aggregate moves fast and the particle
Reynolds number is larger than 545/3, we use Newton’s
law to obtain the stopping time, tNws = (9m)/(2piρgva
2).
We use the analytic formulae derived by
Ormel & Cuzzi (2007) for the turbulence-driven
velocity. If the stopping time ts is shorter than the
turnover time of the smallest eddies tη, the relative
velocity between the dust particle to disk gas vt is given
by vSt such that
vSt = Ret
1/4StvL. (8)
For the case of tη ≪ ts ≪ tL, the relative velocity vt is
given by vMt such that
vMt = 1.7St
1/2vL, (9)
and for the case of ts ≫ tL, the relative velocity vt is
given by vLt such that
vLt =
(
1 +
1
1 + St
)1/2
vL. (10)
Here, we assume that the turbulence-driven velocity vt is
given by the minimum of these three terms for continuity
and better handling of vt:
vt = min
(
vSt , v
M
t , v
L
t
)
. (11)
The turbulence-driven velocity between two dust par-
ticles was also obtained by Ormel & Cuzzi (2007). We
assume the collision velocity of two particles with a stop-
ping time t < tη to be
∆vSt = εRet
1/4StvL, (12)
where ε = 0.1 is a nondimensional value represent-
ing the variation in the density fluctuation between
same-mass aggregates, which is neglected in this study
(e.g., Okuzumi et al. 2011). Note that there is a large
uncertainty in the estimation of the ε for CAs; the
estimation by Okuzumi et al. (2011) is only valid for
non-compressed fractal aggregates composed of 10–106
monomers. For the intermediate region, we assume ∆vMt
such that
∆vMt = 1.4St
1/2vL, (13)
and the relative velocity for high Stokes number aggre-
gates ∆vLt is
∆vLt =
(
2
1 + St
)1/2
vL. (14)
Here, we also assume that the turbulence-driven relative
velocity ∆vt is given by the minimum of these three
terms:
∆vt = min
(
∆vSt ,∆v
M
t ,∆v
L
t
)
. (15)
2.3.3. Systematic Motions
Dust aggregates in the gas disk have systematic veloci-
ties such as the radial drift velocity, the azimuthal veloc-
ity, and the settling velocity. In this study, we consider
the radial drift velocity vr and the azimuthal velocity vφ
given by (Weidenschilling 1977)
vr = −
2St
1 + St2
ηvK, (16)
and
vφ =
(
1− 1
1 + St2
)
ηvK, (17)
where ηvK is the difference between the Keplerian ve-
locity and the gas rotational velocity. The Keplerian
velocity vK is given by vK = RΩK, and the dimension-
less coefficient η is given by (Nakagawa et al. 1986)
η = −1
2
(
cs
vK
)2
∂ ln (ρgcs
2)
∂ lnR
. (18)
2.4. Density of the Compound Aggregates
The aerodynamic properties of the aggregates depend
on their bulk densities. In this paper, we assume that all
CAs have same mass and density and that the matrix
regions of the CAs have a uniform density. Then, the
bulk filling factor of the CAs φCA is given by
φCA =
(
χ
φmat
+
1− χ
1
)−1
, (19)
where φmat is the filling factor of the matrix regions and
χ is the mass fraction of the matrices in a CA. The bulk
density of the CAs ρCA is
ρCA = ρ0φCA, (20)
where ρ0 = 3 g cm
−3 is the material density of the
chondrules and matrix grains.
There are several processes that affect the density of
the dust aggregates: the hit-and-stick growth of two
colliding aggregates without compaction (e.g., Meakin
1991; Okuzumi et al. 2009), the dynamical compres-
sion via high-speed collisions (e.g., Paszun & Dominik
2009; Suyama et al. 2012), and static compression via
the ram pressure of the disk gas and/or via the self-
gravity of large planetary bodies (e.g., Seizinger et al.
2012; Kataoka et al. 2013a).
Dynamical compression, however, does not work in
our calculations, and the CAs are compressed by the
static pressure. Note that Ormel et al. (2008) assumed
that dust rims around chondrules are formed via direct
accretion of monomer grains. Therefore, Ormel et al.
(2008) assumed that the initial filling factor of the ma-
trix regions of CAs is φmat = 0.15, which is the fill-
ing factor obtained by the particle-cluster aggregation.
By contrast, we assume chondrules obtain fluffy dust
rims via the accretion of highly porous MAs, and φmat
is far smaller than 0.15 at the start of Stage III in
our calculations. In addition, Ormel et al. (2008) em-
ploys the collisional compression model obtained by
5Ormel et al. (2007); however, Wada et al. (2008) re-
vealed that Ormel et al. (2007) overestimates the den-
sity of fluffy aggregates at the maximum compression.
Kataoka et al. (2013a) revealed that the static com-
pression of a highly porous aggregate depends on
the pressure that works on the aggregate P and the
rolling energy Eroll. The rolling energy is given by
(Dominik & Tielens 1995)
Eroll = 6pi
2γa0ξ, (21)
where γ is the surface energy of silicate, a0 is the radius
of the monomers (i.e., matrix grains), and ξ is the critical
displacement for rolling. We assume that the radius of
the matrix grains is a0 = 0.025 µm in this study, which
is the typical radius of opaque grains in pristine chon-
drites such as Acfer 094 and QUE 99177 (Vaccaro et al.
2015). We employ the canonical value of the surface en-
ergy of silicate, which is γ = 25 erg cm−2 (Kendall et al.
1987). The lower limit of ξ is 0.2 nm, which is equal
to the interatomic distance (Dominik & Tielens 1997),
and the upper limit is the radius of the contact sur-
face area of two matrix grains acont (Heim et al. 1999).
Krijt et al. (2014) showed that ξ is approximately 0.3–
1 nm for micron-sized amorphous silica spheres, and
we assume that the critical displacement for rolling is
ξ = 0.3 nm for submicron-sized monomers. Therefore,
we can calculate the filling factor of a highly porous dust
aggregate using the relation obtained by Kataoka et al.
(2013a), and the filling factor of matrices in CAs is given
by
φmat =
(
a0
3P
Eroll
)1/3
. (22)
The sources of the pressure P are the ram pressure Pgas
and the self-gravitational pressure Pgrav (Kataoka et al.
2013b). For CAs whose radii are aCA and masses
are mCA, the ram pressure of the disk gas is esti-
mated to be Pgas = (mCAv)/(piaCA
2ts), whereas the
self-gravitational pressure is Pgrav = (GmCA
2)/(piaCA
4).
We calculate the filling factors and densities assuming
that P = max (Pgas, Pgrav).
2.5. Penetration of Chondrules in Matrices
Chondrules contained in fluffy matrices move in the
aggregates when fluffy aggregates collide at large veloc-
ities. We estimate that these CAs cannot retain the
chondrules inside their matrices if the stopping length
of the chondrules exceeds the radius of the CAs (Fig-
ure 2). Here, we assume that the stopping length is the
penetration length for stopping via deceleration forces,
Lpen.
The penetration of chondrules in fluffy matrices is
the same process as that for the penetration of spheri-
cal projectiles in a silica aerogel (Niimi et al. 2011) and
the intrusion of chondrule-analogs into matrix analogs
(Machii et al. 2013). Therefore, the equation of motion
is
mch
dvpen
dt
= Fpen, (23)
Figure 2. Sketch of the outcome of a collision between CAs.
The blue circles represent chondrules, and some of the chon-
drules, which are rimmed with purple, are ejected when the
CAs collide.
where mch is the mass of the chondrules. In this
study, we assume that the radius of the chondrules is
ach = 0.01 cm, which is a typical size of chondrules
in H ordinary chondrites and EH enstatite chondrites
(Rubin 2000). The mass of the chondrules is mch =
(4pi/3)ach
3ρ0. Note that some other groups (e.g., L and
LL ordinary chondrites) contain chondrules whose radii
are a few times larger than that which we assume here.
There are two mechanisms for decelerating chondrules
in matrices: “hydrodynamic” drag for high-speed pen-
etration and “crushing” drag for low-speed penetration
(e.g., Niimi et al. 2011). In the case of high-speed pene-
tration, the deceleration process is due to the “hydrody-
namic” drag caused by the ram pressure, and the drag
force Fpen is given by
FHDpen = −
Cd
2
piach
2ρmatvpen
2, (24)
where Cd = 1 is the drag coefficient obtained from im-
pact experiments (e.g., Trucano & Grady 1995). Con-
versely, in the case of low-speed penetration, the deceler-
ation process is due to “crushing” against the compres-
sive strength of the matrices and the equation of motion
is given by
FCRpen = −piach2Pc, (25)
where Pc is the compressive strength of the ma-
trices (e.g., Domı´nguez et al. 2004). The compres-
sive strength Pc has been studied in experiments
(e.g., Blum & Schra¨pler 2004; Gu¨ttler et al. 2009) and
in numerical simulations (e.g., Seizinger et al. 2012;
Kataoka et al. 2013a). In this study, we calculate the
Pc of highly porous matrices using the following equa-
tion (Kataoka et al. 2013a):
Pc =
Eroll
a03
φmat
3. (26)
Here, we can rewrite the equation of motion as
dvpen
dt
= −max
(
Avpen
2, B
)
, (27)
where A = 3Cdφmat/(8ach) and B = 3Pc/(4ρ0ach).
Then we can obtain the penetration length Lpen as a
function of the initial penetration velocity v0. In the
6case of high-speed penetration (v0 ≥
√
B/A), Lpen is
given by
Lpen =
1
A
ln
(
v0
√
A/B
)
+
1
2A
, (28)
and in the case of low-speed penetration (v0 <
√
B/A),
Lpen is given by
Lpen =
v0
2
2B
. (29)
If two colliding CAs have the same mass and the ma-
trices of the two colliding aggregates stop immediately
after the collision, then the initial penetration velocity
v0 can be evaluated as ∆v/2. However, the motion of
the matrices after the collision is not yet understood.
We examine two cases in this study: v0 = ∆v/2 and
v0 = ∆v/8. Note that, if the mass ratio of the projectile
to the target is small, then v0 of the target decreases
while v0 of the impactor increases when considering the
motions relative to the center of mass.
2.6. Critical Velocity for Collisional Growth
We also estimate the critical velocity for the colli-
sional growth of aggregates ∆vcrit from the scaling rela-
tion obtained by Wada et al. (2009). The impact energy
of two colliding aggregates Eimp is Eimp = m(∆v)
2
/4,
and the critical impact energy for growth Eimp,crit is
Eimp,crit = 30NtotalEbreak, whereNtotal is the total num-
ber of monomers contained in the colliding aggregates,
and Ebreak is the energy for breaking a single contact
between two monomers (Wada et al. 2009). The en-
ergy for breaking a monomer-monomer contact Ebreak
is given by Wada et al. (2007). Clearly, the total bind-
ing energy of a CA is dominated by the contacts between
matrix grains. Therefore, the total number of monomers
in the two colliding CAs is Ntotal = 2χmCA/m0, where
m0 = (4pi/3)a
3
0ρ0 is the mass of monomers, and the crit-
ical velocity for the collisional growth of CAs ∆vcrit is
given by
∆vcrit =
√
240χEbreak
m0
= 5.5× 102 cm s−1. (30)
Note, however, that the critical collision velocity of dust
aggregates is still open to argument (e.g., Tanaka et al.
2012; Krijt et al. 2013). Hence we do not consider frag-
mentation of CAs in this study.
3. RESULTS
First, we calculate the pathway of the dust aggregate
growth in radius-density space and investigate whether
the growth of the CAs is sufficiently rapid to avoid
non-negligible radial drift. Here, we neglect bounc-
ing, erosion, and fragmentation for simplicity; therefore,
the timescale of collisional growth tgrow is defined as
tgrow = m/(pia
2ρd∆v), where ρd = Σd/(
√
2pihd) is the
midplane dust density and hd is the dust scale height.
The dust scale height is given by (Youdin & Lithwick
2007)
hd = hg
(
1 +
St
αt
1 + 2St
1 + St
)−1/2
. (31)
The timescale of radial drift tdrift is defined as the orbital
radius divided by the radial drift velocity, tdrift = R/vr.
Aggregates grow without significant radial drift if the
condition tgrow < (1/30)tdrift is satisfied (Okuzumi et al.
2012). Therefore, the radial drift barrier (the pink re-
gion) and the growth pathway of the CAs (the black
and violet dashed lines) can be drawn as shown in Fig-
ure 3. The black lines represent where the collision ve-
locity ∆v is below the critical velocity ∆vcrit, while the
violet lines represent where ∆v > ∆vcrit. We also cal-
culated the the penetration length of the chondrules in
CAs Lpen as a function of aCA and ρCA. In Figure 3, we
show the “ejection barrier,” which represents the region
where the penetration length Lpen exceeds the radius
of the CAs aCA. The forest-green region represents the
ejection barrier obtained by assuming that the initial
penetration velocity of v0 = ∆v/2, while the light-green
region represents the case where v0 = ∆v/8.
The upper panel of Figure 3 illustrates that the
pathway of the CAs overcomes the radial drift bar-
rier but fails to avoid the ejection barrier. In this
case, we assume M˙ = 10−7 M⊙ yr
−1 (which is com-
parable to the accretion rate of the disk around HL
Tau; Beck et al. 2010), R = 1 au (which is the dis-
tance from the Sun to the Earth), and Z = 0.0043
(e.g., Miyake & Nakagawa 1993) in this case. The ra-
dius and the density of the chondrules are represented
by the circular marker, and the radius and the den-
sity of the CAs, which contain one chondrule, are
represented by the square marker. Thus the square
marker is equivalent to the start of Stage III. If we do
not consider the ejection of chondrules from the fluffy
matrices, the CAs can grow into planetesimal with-
out radial drift and the pentagonal marker represents
the onset of runaway growth (∆v =
√
2GmCA/aCA;
Wetherill & Stewart 1989; Kobayashi et al. 2016). Note
that the onset of runaway growth might be af-
fected by turbulence-induced density fluctuations
(Okuzumi & Ormel 2013; Ormel & Okuzumi 2013)
and/or the gravitational instability of the porous
planetesimal disk (Michikoshi & Kokubo 2016, 2017).
Therefore, we do not discuss the onset of runaway
growth in this study but focus on the growth of CAs
whose Stokes numbers are less than unity.
The filled diamond indicates the onset of critical ejec-
tion, Lpen = aCA, for the severe estimate (v0 = ∆v/2),
and the open diamond indicates the end of critical ejec-
tion for the severe estimate. Similarly, the filled and
open triangles indicate the onset and end of critical ejec-
tion for the lenient estimate (v0 = ∆v/8). Our results
show that, if the density of the CAs is determined by
static compression, then CAs cannot grow into plan-
etesimals without losing chondrules, even if we evaluate
the penetration length using a lenient assumption. Our
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Figure 3. The evolutionary track of the CAs (the black
and violet dashed lines), the radial drift barrier (the pink
region), and the ejection barrier (the forest- and light-green
regions), for the case of M˙ = 10−7 M⊙ yr
−1, R = 1 au, and
Z = 0.0043. The black lines represent where ∆v < ∆vcrit
and the violet lines represent where ∆v > ∆vcrit. The up-
per panel shows that the density evolution track of CAs is
determined by static compression. We show two barriers in
radius-density space. The lower panel represents the change
in the Stokes number as a function of the radius. It also indi-
cates the appropriate area for driving the streaming instabil-
ity in a disk with a moderate dust-to-total disk mass ratio,
10−2 . StCA . 1 (the yellow region). The circles indicate the
values of single chondrules, the filled triangles and diamonds
indicate the onset of critical ejection (Lpen = aCA) while
the open triangles and diamonds represent the ends. Trian-
gles correspond to the severe estimate (v0 = ∆v/2) and dia-
monds correspond to the lenient estimate (v0 = ∆v/8). The
pentagonal markers indicate the onset of runaway growth
(∆v =
√
2GmCA/aCA).
calculations also reveal that CAs face the ejection bar-
rier before they grow into meter-sized bodies and face
the fragmentation barrier.
In addition, the recapture of chondrules by chondrule-
free aggregates is not sufficient to explain the formation
of chondrite parent bodies. The lower panel in Figure
3 shows that the Stokes numbers of the chondrules and
the CAs. The Stokes number of the chondrules is Stch =
5.5 × 10−5, and the Stokes number of the CAs when
they reach the end of critical ejection is StCA = 0.12
for the severe estimate and StCA = 6.0 × 10−2 for the
lenient estimate. According to Equation (31), the scale
height of the CAs is hCA ∼ (1/30)hg while the scale
height of the chondrules is hch ∼ hg. The collision ve-
locity of two CAs is 1.4StCA
1/2vL (Equation 13) and the
relative velocity between the colliding chondrule to the
CA is approximately 1.7StCA
1/2vL (Equation 9). This
is because the Stokes number of the chondrules Stch is
far smaller than the Stokes number of the CAs StCA.
Therefore, the timescale for chondrules to accrete onto
CAs tch→CA is dozens of times longer than the timescale
of collisions between two CAs tCA→CA. This result indi-
cates that CAs will have already grown much more than
210 times in mass and more than ten times in radii, be-
fore the chondrules accrete onto the CAs. Conversely,
the penetration length Lpen is given in Equation (28)
and Lpen ∼ 1/A hardly changes even when the CAs
grow ten times in radii. Strictly speaking, the initial
penetration velocity v0 is not ∆v/2 but approximately
v for the case of recapture: however, this would not sig-
nificantly affect the penetration length for the reason
described above. Therefore, taking into consideration
that the radius of the CAs is on the order of 100 cm at
the end of critical ejection, the chondrite parent bodies
would consist of rocks with meter-sized chondrule-free
matrices. This is, however, inconsistent with observa-
tional evidence. One of the most important pieces of
evidence is that the most numerous type of meteorites
is chondrites (Scott 2007), and the typical size of the
recovered chondrites is 10 cm. This fact excludes the
possibility of the recapture of chondrules by meter-sized
fluffy aggregates.
We show the results for other disk parameters in
Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the result for a case with
M˙ = 10−8 M⊙ yr
−1, R = 1 au, and Z = 0.0043. This is
a low-accretion-rate case compared to the case in Figure
3. The result shows that CAs cannot retain chondrules
even in this case, and that the onset of critical ejection
strongly depends on the estimate of the initial penetra-
tion velocity v0. Conversely, the end of critical ejection
depends little on the initial penetration velocity v0. This
is because the onset is determined by Equation (29), so
the penetration length depends on v0
2, while the end is
determined by Equation (28), so the dependence of Lpen
on v0 is logarithmic.
Figure 4b shows the result for the case of M˙ =
10−7 M⊙ yr
−1, R = 1.5 au, and Z = 0.0043. The
difference between this case and the case in Figure 3 is
the distance from the Sun. The radial drift barrier is
sensitive to the radial distance from the Sun, so CAs
can grow into planetesimals only within R . 1.5 au
even if we do not consider the ejection and fragmen-
tation problems. Similarly, Figure 4c shows the result
for the case of M˙ = 10−7 M⊙ yr
−1, R = 1 au, and
Z = 0.043 and the difference between this case and the
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but for different disk parameters: (a) the case of M˙ = 10−8 M⊙ yr
−1, R = 1 au, and Z = 0.0043;
(b) the case of M˙ = 10−7 M⊙ yr
−1, R = 1.5 au, and Z = 0.0043; and (c) the case of M˙ = 10−7 M⊙ yr
−1, R = 1 au, and
Z = 0.043.
case in Figure 3 is the mass fraction of dust. The radial
drift barrier is also sensitive to the dust mass fraction
Z, and there is no radial drift barrier if Z is approxi-
mately ten times higher than the canonical silicate abun-
dance inferred from the solar metallicity (Z = 0.0043;
Miyake & Nakagawa 1993). Nevertheless, CAs might
lose chondrules before their Stokes number reaches ap-
proximately 10−2. The possibility of the recapture of
chondrules by grown fluffy aggregates is however denied
in either case for the same reason as that in the case of
Figure 3.
4. ANALYTIC ESTIMATES
From the results shown in Figures 3 and 4, we can di-
vide the ejection barrier into four regions; the Brownian-
motion region, the Epstein-drag region, the Stokes-drag
region, and the hydrodynamical region. In this section,
we derive analytical formulae for the Epstein-drag re-
gion, the Stokes-drag region, and the hydrodynamic re-
gion.
4.1. Epstein-Drag Region
First, we define the “Epstein-drag region” as the re-
gion in which the CA affects the Epstein drag and the
chondrules are decelerated by the compressive stress of
the matrices. In the upper panel in Figure 3, this region
appears within the range between approximately 0.3 cm
and 8 cm for the lenient case and between approximately
0.1 cm and 8 cm for the severe case. From our calcula-
tion, the collision velocity is given by Equation (12) and
we can rewrite Equation (29) as
Lpen ≃
pi2
6
( v0
∆v
)2αtε2Ret1/2cs2
Σg
2
ρ0
3aCA
2
χ3φCA
(
Eroll
a03
)−1
ach.
(32)
Here, we use the fact that the volume of a fluffy CA is
dominated by its matrices; therefore, the filling factor
of the matrices φmat is nearly equal to χφCA according
to Equation (19). Then, the critical bulk density for
keeping chondrules in their matrices, obtained from the
requirement Lpen . aCA, is given by
ρCA &
pi2
6
( v0
∆v
)2αtε2Ret1/2cs2
Σg
2
ρ0
4ach
χ3
(
Eroll
a03
)−1
aCA.
(33)
4.2. Stokes-Drag Region
As in Section 4.1, we introduce the “Stokes-drag re-
gion” as the region in which the CA affects the Stokes
drag and the chondrules are decelerated by the compres-
sive stress of the matrices. In the upper panel in Figure
3, this region appears within the range from approxi-
mately 8 cm to near the summit of the ejection barrier
for both the lenient and severe cases. The collision ve-
locity is given by Equation (12), the penetration length
is
Lpen ≃
16pi
243
( v0
∆v
)2 ε2Ret5/2ΩK2
αtΣg
2
ρ0
3aCA
4
χ3φCA
(
Eroll
a03
)−1
ach,
(34)
9and the critical bulk density for retaining the chondrules
in their matrices is given by
ρCA &
16pi
243
( v0
∆v
)2 ε2Ret5/2ΩK2
αtΣg
2
ρ0
4ach
χ3
(
Eroll
a03
)−1
aCA
3.
(35)
The Stokes-drag region does not appear in the severe
cases in Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c. This is because the
initial velocity of penetration v0 already exceeds
√
B/A
before the CAs enter the Stokes-drag region when they
grow along the critical ejection lines in radius-density
space.
Note that the relative velocity ∆v changes ∆vSt =
εRet
1/4StvL (Equation 12) into ∆v
M
t = 1.4St
1/2vL
(Equation 13) when the Stokes number reaches St =
(ε/1.4)
−2
Ret
−1/2, and the critical Stokes number for
ε = 0.1 is on the order of 10−2; however, the critical
Stokes number strongly depends on the uncertain pa-
rameter ε. If ε is close to unity, the relative velocity of
the CAs is given by Equation (13), and the penetration
length is given by
Lpen ≃ 0.73
( v0
∆v
)2RetcsΩK
Σg
ρ0
2aCA
2
χ3φCA
2
(
Eroll
a03
)−1
ach.
(36)
In this case, the critical bulk density is
ρCA & 0.85
v0
∆v
√
RetcsΩK
Σg
ρ0
2ach
1/2
χ3/2
(
Eroll
a03
)−1/2
aCA
1/2.
(37)
4.3. Hydrodynamic Region
Finally, we define the “hydrodynamic region” as the
region in which chondrules in a CA are decelerated by
the ram pressure caused by high-speed penetration. The
penetration length is given by Equation (28), and we
assume that the term ln (v0
√
A/B) is on the order of
unity; then, we can rewrite Equation (28) as
Lpen ∼
8χ
3φCA
ach. (38)
The critical bulk density for retaining chondrules is
ρCA &
8χρ0ach
3
aCA
−1. (39)
The critical bulk density depends little on the proper-
ties of matrix grains in the hydrodynamic region, while
the properties of matrix grains (i.e., Eroll/a0
3) strongly
affect the critical bulk density in the Epstein-drag and
Stokes-drag regions.
In all regions, the penetration length is proportional to
the radius of the chondrules. We assume ach = 0.01 cm
in this study, however, the sizes of chondrules vary be-
tween different types of chondrites. The mean radius of
chondrules in H ordinary chondrites and EH enstatite
chondrites is approximately 0.01 cm whereas the chon-
drules in L and LL ordinary chondrites and EL ordinary
chondrites are approximately 0.03 cm in radii (Rubin
2000, and references therein). By contrast, the spread
of sizes in individual groups is relatively small. Approxi-
mately 70% of chondrules in Qingzhen, Kota-Kota, and
Allan Hills A77156 EH3 chondrites have similar radii
within a factor of two (Rubin & Grossman 1987). It
might be possible to derive some constraints on the ac-
cretion environment of CAs from the differences in chon-
drule size in the different groups of chondrites. We will
discuss this topic in the future.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. The Complementarity of Chondrules and Matrices
Recent high-precision measurements of chondrules,
matrices, and bulk chondrites reveal that chondrites
have chemical (e.g., Palme et al. 2015; Ebel et al. 2016)
and isotopic (e.g., Budde et al. 2016a,b) complementar-
ities. These complementarities are therefore a strong
constraint, indicating that the chondrules and the ma-
trices must have formed from a single reservoir and that
after their formation, neither the chondrules nor the
matrix grains were lost. The simplest way to explain
the chondrule-matrix complementarity is that the chon-
drules and the matrix grains were formed in the same
heating events and that some parts of the matrix grains
are condensates of evaporated dust. Miura et al. (2010)
showed that a shock wave heating model for chondrule
formation can predict the evaporation and formation of
fine dust grains via chondrule formation; in addition,
Miura & Nakamoto (2005) revealed that the minimum
size of chondrules that avoids the complete evaporation
is consistent with the observations (e.g., Eisenhour 1996;
Nelson & Rubin 2002).
There are many models for chondrule formation,
and these models are classified into two groups, that
is, impact origin models (e.g., Sanders & Scott 2012;
Dullemond et al. 2014; Wakita et al. 2017) and nebu-
lar origin models (e.g., Muranushi 2010; McNally et al.
2013; Boley et al. 2013). To determine the forma-
tion process(es) of chondrules, the key constraints are
the heating and cooling timescales. According to
Tachibana & Huss (2005), the chondrule-forming events
must be flash heating events, i.e., a heating rate of 104–
106 K h−1 would be required to avoid the isotopic frac-
tionation of sulfur in chondrule precursors. In addition,
although there are huge uncertainties, several studies
suggest that the cooling rate of chondrules is as large
as 105–106 K h−1 from observations of iron-magnesium
and oxygen isotopic exchange (e.g., Yurimoto & Wasson
2002) and the crystal growth of olivine phenocrysts
(e.g., Wasson & Rubin 2003; Miura & Yamamoto 2014).
These estimates are larger by several orders of magni-
tude than the cooling rates of 10–103 K h−1 obtained
from furnace-faced experiments (Desch et al. 2012, and
references therein).
Even though it is true that furnace-faced experiments
have succeeded in reproducing some textural features of
chondrules (e.g., Hewins & Fox 2004; Tsuchiyama et al.
2004), the solidification processes might be affected by
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the contact with a furnace wall (Nagashima et al. 2006).
Furthermore, rapid cooling of levitating supercooled
precursors also succeeds in reproducing some textures
of chondrules (e.g., Srivastava et al. 2010). The su-
percooling of chondrule melts is preferable to explain
the textural features of compound chondrules, which
might form via the collision of chondrule precursors
(Arakawa & Nakamoto 2016a). The rapid cooling of the
chondrules indicates that the evaporated dust would also
be cooled rapidly, and the cooling rate of the dust vapor
affects the size and the morphology of the condensates
(e.g., Miura et al. 2010).
5.2. Influence of the Monomer Properties
Understanding of the physical properties of the ma-
trix grains is important when considering the growth
process of CAs. As shown in Section 4, the penetra-
tion length Lpen is inversely proportional to Eroll/a0
3,
and the rolling energy of two sticking matrix grains Eroll
is Eroll = 6pi
2γa0ξ. Therefore, we can obtain the rela-
tionship between the surface energy, the radius, and the
penetration length, Lpen ∝ γ−1a02, and large surface
energies and small grain sizes are preferable when the
bulk density is fixed. We append that if the bulk den-
sity of the CAs is determined by static compression, ρCA
also depends on Eroll/a
3
0; however, the dependence is
weak (e.g., Kataoka et al. 2013b; Arakawa & Nakamoto
2016b).
Here we mention the fact that the exact value of Eroll
might differ from 6pi2γa0ξ. This is because the equa-
tion Eroll = 6pi
2γa0ξ obtained by Dominik & Tielens
(1995) is based on the so-called JKR contact model
(Johnson et al. 1971), and the JKR model is valid only
for large values of the Tabor parameter µ (Tabor 1977):
µ =
(
2a0γ
2(1− ν)2
Y 2z03
)1/3
= 0.11
(
a0
0.025 µm
)1/3
,
(40)
where ν = 0.17 is the Poisson’s ratio, Y = 5.4 ×
1011 dyn cm−2 is the Young’s modulus, and z0 = 0.2 nm
is the interatomic distance. The JKR model can be
used only for µ & 5 (Johnson & Greenwood 1997), and
thus other contact models should be used for submicron-
sized silicate spheres. In addition, the dependence on
the sphere radius is weak, thus we should not adopt the
JKR theory not only for submicron-sized spheres but
also micron- or millimeter-sized silicate grains. Even if
we consider chondrule-sized grains, the Tabor parameter
is still small; the Tabor parameter is µ = 1.7 when the
sphere radius is a0 = 0.01 cm. The Maugis-Dugdale
model (Maugis 1992) might be better than the JKR
model where the Tabor parameter is 0.1 . µ . 5, and
several contact models such as the so-called DMT model
(Derjaguin et al. 1975) and the semi-rigid sphere model
(Greenwood 2007) are suggested for µ . 0.1. How-
ever, the maximum force needed to separate the two
contact spheres Fc is hardly dependent on the selec-
tion of contact models: Fc = (3/2)piγa0 for the JKR
model and Fc = 2piγa0 for the DMT model. Addition-
ally, the rolling energy Eroll is proportional to Fcξ (e.g.,
Eroll = 4piFcξ for the JKR model), therefore the rolling
energy might be also subequal among contact models.
Either way, future studies of the rolling resistance be-
tween two stiff spheres are necessary.
The morphology of the matrix grains also influences
both the penetration process and the density evolution
because the irregular shape of the monomers affects the
rolling energy. In addition, the irregular shape affects
not only the density and the penetration process but also
the critical velocity for collisional growth (Poppe et al.
2000). It has been suggested that at least some parts
of the matrix grains are condensates of evaporated dust
and that the size of the condensate ranges from nanome-
ter to micrometer (e.g., Yamamoto & Hasegawa 1977;
Miura et al. 2010) depending on the cooling rate and
the mass density of the dust vapor. Ishizuka et al.
(2015) experimentally revealed that there are two types
of nanometer-sized silicate condensates obtained from
the re-condensation of magnesium and silicon monoxide
vapor, that is, spherical forsterite particles and cubic
MgO particles. However, there is no reliable contact
theory that can be applied to non-spherical monomers.
Therefore, improvements in the contact mechanical the-
ory for non-spherical monomers are also necessary.
5.3. Dust Rims around the Chondrules
In this study, we assume the uniform density of the
matrix regions throughout the CA for simplicity. How-
ever, the gradient and fluctuation of the density of the
matrix regions of a CA might exist to some extent. Con-
sidering the accretion process in Stage II, the initial
growth of chondrules/CAs is driven by the accretion of
small and dense MAs. If the dense dust rims around
chondrules can be maintained when a CA collide at a
large velocity, dust-rimmed chondrules in the fluffy CA
are subjected to a large drag force Fpen and the pen-
etration length Lpen of dust-rimmed chondrules might
be smaller than the penetration length of naked chon-
drules. Although it is still unclear whether chondrules
can maintain the dense dust rims or not, we should con-
sider the formation and influence of the dust rims around
chondrules.
5.4. Deceleration by Collisions of Chondrules
In this paper, we only consider the drag force for
penetration Fpen as a decelerating mechanism. Even
though the narrow size distribution of chondrules (e.g.,
Nelson & Rubin 2002) might prevent chondrules from
colliding unless there is a large variation in the initial ve-
locity of penetration, chondrules in a large CA are likely
affected by chondrule collisions when they move in the
CA. In addition, the re-capture of chondrules by large
CAs is likely affected by this process because there is
a large velocity difference between intruding chondrules
and chondrules contained in CAs. We will examine this
effect in the future.
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5.5. Alternative Scenarios
As shown in Section 3, CAs would lose their chon-
drules if the bulk density of these aggregates were de-
termined by static compression processes. Therefore,
we need to consider alternative scenarios for chondritic
planetesimal formation. Here, we propose two scenar-
ios: changing the density evolution pathway of CAs to
retain chondrules in CAs and escaping from the ejec-
tion barrier of planetesimal formation via the streaming
instability before CAs lose their chondrules.
5.5.1. Modification of the Density Evolution Pathway
If chondrite parent bodies form via direct aggrega-
tion of CAs, then these aggregates need to avoid both
the ejection barrier and the radial drift barrier. Here,
we can recognize the “channel” of the two barriers in
Figures 3 and 4. If the pathway of density evolution
passes the channel, then the chondrite parent bodies
might form via direct aggregation. Note that the den-
sity determined by static compression is the lower limit
of the density evolution and that the bulk density of
the CAs could increase if we nullify the assumption
that CAs grow via collisions between similar-sized ag-
gregates. Dominik (2009) showed that the hierarchical
growth of large aggregates via the accretion of small
aggregates leads to aggregates with a relatively dense
structure. In addition, aggregates formed via hierar-
chical growth can explain the small tensile strength in-
ferred from the release of dust aggregates from the sur-
face layers of cometary nuclei (Skorov & Blum 2012).
The in situ observation of dust particles from comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko also implies that hierar-
chical aggregation could be a dominant process for dust
growth (Bentley et al. 2016). Although the formation
processes of comets are not completely the same as those
of chondrite parent bodies, we should consider the hier-
archical growth of both MAs and CAs.
5.5.2. Jumping over the Ejection Barrier
It is expected that chondrite parent bodies can be
formed via gravitationally bound clumps of CAs and
that the formation of dust clumps is triggered by the
streaming instability if the onset of the instability is
faster than the onset of critical ejection. As shown in
Figures 3 and 4, the critical ejection of chondrules from
CAs starts when the Stokes number of the CAs StCA
reaches of the order of 10−5–10−3, depending on the
disk parameters and the evaluation of the initial pene-
tration velocity. However, Carrera et al. (2015) showed
that whether the streaming instability occurs strongly
depends on the Stokes number and that for a case where
the dust-to-total mass ratio Z is less than a few 10−2,
the streaming instability can drive only when the Stokes
number is within the range of 10−2 . StCA . 1. We col-
ored this region in the lower panels in Figures 3 and 4
(the yellow regions). Therefore, forming chondrite par-
ent bodies via the streaming instability might be im-
probable.
Note, however, that the critical Stokes number for
driving the streaming instability is not yet fully un-
derstood, especially in the small Stokes number region
(Yang et al. 2016). Moreover, there are several alterna-
tive models for making dust clumps, e.g., dust trapping
at the local pressure maxima (e.g., Dra¸z˙kowska et al.
2013) and/or vortices generated by hydrodynamical
instabilities (e.g., Meheut et al. 2012; Gibbons et al.
2015). Therefore, studies of these mechanisms taking
fluffy growth and the retainment of chondrules into ac-
count are necessary.
6. SUMMARY
Fluffy aggregation helps dust aggregates grow into
planetesimals via direct aggregation. Therefore, the
chondrite parent bodies might have also formed via
the fluffy aggregation of millimeter-sized chondrules and
submicron-sized matrix grains (Figure 1). However,
chondrules can be ejected from the highly porous ma-
trices when two chondrule-dust compound aggregates
collide (Figure 2).
In this study, we introduced a density evolution model
of chondrule-dust compound aggregates and calculated
the evolutional track of porous aggregates. In addition,
we estimated the stopping length of the chondrules in
the matrices. For simplicity, we assumed that the chon-
drules are only decelerated by the drag force for pene-
tration and the initial penetration velocity of the chon-
drules was parameterized due to the uncertainty in the
collision behavior.
The main finding of this study is that fluffy aggregates
likely lose their chondrules before they grow to meter-
sized bodies, even if we evaluate the stopping length
using lenient assessments (Figures 3 and 4). This “ejec-
tion barrier” might also prevent chondrule-dust com-
pound aggregates from growing into planetesimals via
the streaming instability. Therefore, a change in the
density evolution pathway is necessary to form chon-
drite parent bodies in our solar system.
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